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Electric impulses of high field intensity (2 x 105 to 3 × 106 Vm- 1, 1 to 20 #s duration) cause transient changes in
the optical absorbance of suspended purple membranes ofHalobacterium halobium. The electric dichroism at 1
mM NaCl, pH ~ 6,and at 293K is dependent on field strength, pulse duration and wavelength of the monitoring,
plane-polarized light in the range 400 to 650 nm. The optically detected processes are~ however, independent of
bacteriorhodopsin concentration, of ionic strength and of the intensity of the monitoring light. These data
together with the analysis of time course and steady state of the reduced dichroism, suggest electric field-sensitive,
intramembraneous structural changes which lead to restricted orientation changes of the chromophore. A
theoretical analysis of restricted orientation is developed and applied to the electro-optic data. As a result, it is
.found that the electric dichroism of purple membranes is associated with a large polarizability anisotropy of 2.4
× I0 30 Fm 2 (2.2 x 10-14 cm3), the electric permanent dipole moment which is involved amounts to 4.7 x 10- 28
C m (140 Debye). The kinetic data suggest a cyclic reaction scheme with at leastfive different conformations. The
high polarizability is probably due to displaceable ionic groups within the cooperative lattice ofbacteriorhodopsin
molecules in purple membranes.

Introduction
Bacteriorhodopsin is the photoactive protein in the
purple membrane, which is a specialized part of the cell
membrane of many haiobacteria 1. The protein functions
as a light-driven proton pump producing an electrochemical proton gradient from which the free energy
of the light induced ATP synthesis is finally derived 2. As
an integral membrane protein, bacteriorhodopsin is
exposed to the internal electric field of the membrane.
Isolated purple membrane fragments may be subjected to
external electric impulses in order to study the structural
and functional effects both of the intrinsic electric field and
of variations in the membrane field. Provided that
structural changes, induced by the electric field are
accompanied by variations in the chromophore and its
protein environment, specific conformational transitions
should be optically measurable. Light transmission
changes have been observed when field pulses are applied
to purple membranes 3-6 as well as to apomembrane
fragments4. However, the type and mechanism of the
optical signal changes have not been analysed.
If the applied electric fields last ionger 3's'7, orientation
of whole membrane fragments will contribute to the
optical signal. Using rectangular electric pulses of short
duration, the contribution of fragment orientation is
negligible and does not interfere with electro-optical
signals arising from intramembraneous processes. In this
paper we report on electric field-induced absorbance
changes, which reflect both structural transitions and
rotational changes in the chromophore within purple
membranes. The electro-optical signals suggest that the
orientation changes ila the chromophore are sterically
restricted and are accompanied by a change in the optical
extinction coefficient, resulting in a chemical contribution
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to the absorbance change. For the data analysis an
electro-optic theory for restricted orientation is developed.
The main finding of this study is that external electric
fields induce intramolecular structural changes in purple
membranes
and
these
lead
to
restricted
rotation of the chromophore coupled to a very large
induced dipole as well as to an electric permanent dipole
moment. The order of magnitude of the electric moments
at the field strengths applied indicate cooperative
transitions of bacteriorhodopsin in purple membranes.
An electric impulse causes a cyclic change through at least
five different conformations of the protein.

Theory
The experimental data indicate that bacteriorhodopsin in
purple membranes is electro-optically anisotropic. The
chromophore is a part of a rather rigid protein-lipid
structure 8, hence orientational displacements of the chromophore within the protein are expected to be sterically
restricted. Limited orientation differs from the rotations
of freely mobile particles and requires appropriate
theoretical analysis.
It is known that the angle, ~,, between the chromophore
transition moment # of bacteriorhodopsin and the membrane normal is ~ 1.2 rad (70o)9-11. The electro-optic
data of the present study suggest that an electric field E
causes an angular displacement A~kof# from the position
~k° in the absence of a field. As shown in Figure la, as a
result of steric restriction, for instance, A~ may be limited
to a maximum value, A~km.Generally, two limiting cases of
orientational restriction may be considered for the
membrane-bound proteins, when the membrane fragments themselves remain randomly distributed.
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where A t and A~are the absorbance values measured in
the parallel ( a = 0 ) and in the perpendicular (a=rt/2)
modes of light polarization, respectively.
The orientation factor is given by:
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Figure 1 (a) Cross-section of purple membrane; parallel to the
membrane normal n;/~, optical transition moment; A@ is the
angular displacement in an electric field E. Case I: p can rotate
symmetrically toward and away from n such that @E= @o+ A¢.
Case II: p can rotate to only one side, e.g. @e= qjo _ A¢ leading
to positive dichroism. (b) Geometrical relations of electric
dichroism in Cartesian coordinates. E is in the z-direction, the
light beam from a source L is in the x-axis and the polarizer, P, is
in the y,z-plane providing plane-polarized light under the angle
a relative to E. The optical transition moment # of a particular
chromophore lies under the angle 0 to E. (c) Dependence of the
restriction energy term U, on the angular displacement AZ for
model A (well-type potential energy profile) and model B
(potential energy according to Hooke's law); see equations (12)
and (13) of the text
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where Z is the angle between the electric symmetry axis of
the orienting unit and the direction of the external electric
field. The average value of cos2z is defined by:

(C0S2~)

=

fcos2

fx2rt sinz.dz

(5)

0

and the angular distribution function of the orienting unit
for the steady state is given by:
exp( - U/k T)

fz = .

f

(6)

e x p ( - U/kT)27t sinx.d Z

0

Case I: # may be displaced in both directions relative to
the membrane normal, either increasing or decreasing ¢.
Hence, this angular displacement is symmetric and, in the
field, we obtain eE = ~0 _ A¢.
Case II: p can rotate in one direction only. This
asymmetric displacement leads to ~bE= ~b° - A¢ for positive dichroism and, alternatively, to qjE=¢0 +AqJ for
negative dichroism. If case II applies, only one half of the
membrane fragments are affected by the electric field.
Orientation factor of restricted rotation
The formula to calculate the orientation factor for
restricted orientation is analogous to that for free, unrestricted orientation. Therefore, the key equations for free
orientation12 are given first.
The absorbance change, AA,, caused by the electric
field, E, in an electro-optically anisotropic system, measured with light that is plane-polarized under the angle
with respect to E (see Figure lb), is given by:
A A . = A . -EA

where k is the Boltzmann constant and Tis the absolute
temperature.
The potential energy, U, of a freely orienting unit
characterized by the permanent dipole moment p and by
the polarizabilities ~1 (parallel to the axis of electric
symmetry) and ~2 (perpendicular to it) is given by:
1
__<x2)E2cos2z
U = - pEdcos Z -- ~(~1

(7)

where, to a first approximation, we assume that the
directing field E d and the internal field E i are equal to the
external field E (see Discussion). Introducing equations (5)
to (7) into equation (4) yields the familiar relationship:
1

3 f u2exp(flu + 7u2)du
~I~--

--1
1

(8)

2 f exp(flu + ~u2)du

(1)

-1

where A~ is the absorbance in the presence of the field and
A is the absorbance at E =0.
The reduced absorbance change is generally expressed
in terms of the orientation factor, ~, according to:
AA,. 1
2
A =~(3cos c o - 1)(3cosEtr-- 1)0

(2)

where 09 is the fixed angle between optical transition
moment # and the electrical symmetry axis of the
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where:
u =cosz

(9a)

fl = pEa/k T

(9b)

7 = (~1 - ct2)E2/(2k T)

(9c)

For restricted orientation, the potential energy may be
written in two terms:
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U = U 0 + U,

/t

(10)

where U0 has the form of equation (7) and the restriction
term U, specifies the type of steric restriction. Clearly, for
unrestricted, free orientation, U , = 0 and U = Uo. In
general, with respect to g, orientation is viewed as an
angular displacement A~( of the axis of electric symmetry
of the orienting unit from a position g0 at E = 0 to a
position gE in the presence of the field; hence AZ = go _ gE
~>0. Whereas in unrestricted, free orientation, AZ does not
enter into "he energy term, restricted orientation may be
explicitly expressed as a function of AZ. Further analysis
in this study will be confined to the theoretical treatment
of two physically simple models.

O _--1~( "J (I)zo"
sin Ko dg °

(14)

0

Note that the orientation factor is reduced by a factor of
1/2 in case II, because for zt/2<g °~<rc, ~ ? = 0 , i.e. for
one-half of the system there is no orientation.
The partial orientation factor is now obtained from
equations (4) to (9) with Z = ~E. For the models A and B,
equations (12) and (13) are introduced into equation (6),
respectively. The respective partial orientation factors are
for:
Model A
u=

Model A: the steric restriction is approximated by a

3f u2exp(flu + 7u')du

well-type energy profile for U, with infinitely high boundaries. The angular displacement is therefore subjected to
the condition 0 ~<Az ~<Agm,.where AZ= is the maximum
displacement which corresponds to a maximum AO~ for
the displacement of the chromophore /~ relative to the
membrane normal; see Figure la. The restriction term U,
is then
U, = 0 for 0 ~<AZ ~<AZm, and U, = ~ for AZ > AZ~

Model B: the angular motion of the orienting unit is
hindered and is viewed as a torque, M c, which is opposite
to the orienting torque exerted by the external electric
field. In the simplest, case, this counter-torque may be
expressed in terms of Hooke's law, according to
M c = a ' A g , where a is a constant and, therefore, the
restriction term is given by:
1

Ur = ~a(Ag)

2

(1 I)

1

~z9 =

-~

u° t l m

(15)

2 f exp(fu + 7u2)du
Uo

with Uo = cos(z° + Agm) and Um=COS(g° - Agm) and for:
Model B:

3f u2exp{u+
(1)~o -~-

0

9(u)}du

/t

(16)

2 f exp{flu + 7u 2 - g(u)}du
0

9(u) ~- a(1 - cosAg)/k T
The energy profiles of U r for these two models are shown
in Figure lc.
The total potential energy terms for the two models are
summarized as follows:
Model A:
1
U = - pEcosg E - ~(~1
-

~2)E2cos2z E

for (Z° - AZm) ~<f f ~<(g0 + AZm)
(12)
U = oo for O ~ Z E < ( z ° - - A Z m ) o r ZE>(z°+AZm)

= a(1 - ucosz ° - (1 - u2)U2sinz°)/kT
The results of numerical calculations of equation (14) for
the symmetric case I and the asymmetric case II are shown
in Figure 2, using model A (well-type energy profile) with
AZm as a parameter and model B (Hooke-type energy
profile) with a/kTas a parameter, respectively. Note that
the variable (fl2+27) with the permanent (fl) and the
induced (7) dipole terms defined by equations (9b) and (9c),
is proportional to E 2. Therefore the field strength dependence of the reduced dichroism can be curve-fitted to
the function O(f12+ 2y). Hence, the mechanism as well as
the type of orientation (free or restricted) may be
determined.

Model B

U=-pEcosge-~cq

1 o _~(E)2
-ct2)E 2cos 2Ze +}a(g
(13)

These potential energies are a function of two variables,
g°(0 ~<g ° ~<n) and ZP(0~<ge ~<go); note that go is independent of g r. Therefore, we may introduce a partial
orientation factor Oz0'for the particular angular position
go. Then, the orientation factor • can be obtained as the
average of ~xo for all angular directions X°:

Electric dichroism of restricted orientation
The primary data of electric dichroism of systems like
purple membranes are related to the angle 0 between the
optical transition moment, ~t, of a particular chromophore (or clusters of chromophores) and the direction of
the external electric field, see Figure lb. For simplicity we
shall at first assume that the electric symmetry axis is
parallel to the optical transition moment (~o=0). This
assumption is in line with the observation of positive
dichroism; see equation (3). Furthermore, as demo-
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Figure 2 Orientation factor • for restricted angular displacements AX, of the electric axis as a function of fie + 27; for comparison,
unrestricted free orientation is included. - - , Refers to @ due to pure permanent dipoles, i.e. 7 = 0; - - , refers to @ due to induced
dipoles, i.e. fl = 0, Y> 0. (a) and (b) refer to cases I and II, respectively, assuming the restriction energy model A for various maximum
angular displacements AZ,, as a parameter. (c) and (d) reter to cases I and II, respectively, assuming the restriction energy model B for
various values of a/kT
nstrated below, the experimental data on membranebound bacteriorhodopsin can be consistently analysed in
terms of an axially symmetric overall electric moment. For
o~ = 0, the boundary conditions for 0 are the same as those
for Z discussed in the previous section.
As visualized in Figure lb the Cartesian components of
# are given by:

where x is a constant 13.
In the absence of an electric field, where the chromophores can be considered as randomly distributed, the
absorbance is independent of tr; equation (18) is reduced
to:
1
2
A°= A=~c#

(19)

#~ = # sin0 cost#
#r = # sin0 sintp

(17)

gz = H COS0
In the absence of an external electric field the components
o f / t and the angle 0 are denoted by #o, #o, #o, and 0 °,
whereas in the applied field the superscript zero is
replaced by the superscript E.
The optical absorbance Ao for light that is planepolarized under the angle tr to the direction of the electric
field (see Figure lb) is, for a small anisotropy, given by:
n 2n

A

x
o=~ff

(#ysin°" + #zCOS°')2dq~ sinOOdO0
0
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(18)

In the presence of a field, electro-optical anisotropy is
indicated by an absorbance value that characteristically
depends on tr and on E.
For the two limit cases of restricted angular displacements, equation (18) is rewritten in terms o f / l F and #~,
according to equations (17). Then, 0 ~ is expressed in terms
of 0 ° in the same way as for Z.
For model A, further treatment is particularly simple if
the saturation value O~ of the orientation factor is
considered. At sufficiently high external electric fields, all
chromophore transition moments which have orientations between 0 ° = 0 and 0 ° = A0,. are parallel to E, i.e.
0E=0. The remaining molecules whose transition moments are positioned between 0 ° = AO. and 0 ° = rt assume
the positions 0 ~ = 0 ° - A 0 , , for the permanent dipole,
while 0E= 0 ° - A0,, when 0 ° is between A0,, and 1t/2 and

Electricfield effects on bacteriorhodopsin: K. Tsuji and E. Neumann
0 E= 0 ° + A0. when 0 ° is between n/2 and n = AOmfor the
induced dipole.
The relations between 0 ° and 0 E for Case I are for
permanent dipoles:

(A~-) =14-(3- 2coSAOm-COS2AOm)(3COS2a-1)(22a)
and for induced dipoles:

O~ O°~ AOm
for AO,.< O°< n

"x
(AA# / = (1 - coSA0m + sinA0.,cosA0,.)(3cos 2 o" - - 1)

for

0E=0
0 E= 0 ° - A0m

A/~

(22b)

(20a)

The reduced dichroism for any values of ~ are, for
permanent dipoles:

and for induced dipoles:
0E=0

for 0~<0°~<A0,.

0E= 0 ° - A0m

for

or

7z-AOm~O°~lt

AOm< 0° < nf2
for n/2<O°<<,(n-AO,.)

0 E= 00 + A0m

~(3cos e) - 1)(3 - 2cosA0m - cos2A0m) (23a)
(20b)

and for induced dipoles

Applying equations (20a) and (20b) to #r and #2, in
equation (17) we obtain the absorbances in the saturation
region (subscript s) for permanent dipoles:

AA \
~-)=

3
2
~(3cos 09 - 1)(1 - cosA0,. +

sinAO,.cosAOm)
(23b)

2n

(A~=~

Provided that ~o= 0, i.e. the optical and electrical axes are
parallel, equation (23a) or (23b) permit the determination
of A0.. Since for this case A0m = AZ,. = AqJm,the maximum
angular displacement relative to the membrane normal is
obtained.
For model B, the saturation value of the orientation
factor is the same as for the free orientation. Therefore, the
value of~o can be estimated from the experimental value of
(AA/A)s by using equation (3). However, the parameter a
can only be determined from the field strength dependence of AA/A.

K f f (#ersina+ #,cosa)2dtpsinO°dO°
0

0
A0.

7¢

-~2[{fsinO°dO°+fcos2(O°-AO,.)sinO°dO°}cos%
0

AO=

it

+~{fsin2(O°-AOm)sinO°dO°}sin2a]
AO.

Experimental
Materials

- xP2 {3(3 - 2cosA0m- cos2A0m)cos2o "+
12
(1 + 2cosA0 m+ cos2 A0m)}

(21 a)

The corresponding expressions for induced dipoles are:
AO.
nl 2

(A~s= ~ - I { f sinO°dO°+ f cos2(O°- AO.,)sinO°dO°
0

AO~

n - AO.
+ f c°s2(0°+A0m)sin0°d0 ° +
n/2

i

}
sin0°d0 ° cosEa

n-AO.
n/2

+ ~{ f sin2(O°- AO,,,)sinO°dO°
AOm
n - AOm

Measurements of electricfield-induced absorbanceChanges

+ f sin2(O°+AO,.)sinO°dO°}sin2a1
_

~ckt2

n/2

3 {3(1 - c o s A 0 m+

+ (1 + cosA0,. -

sinAOmcosAO.,)cos26

sinAO,,cosAOm)}

Purple membranes isolated from the M1 strain of
a gift from Professor
Rosenheck, Weizmann Institute, Israel. Bacteriorhodopsin concentration in the purple membrane suspensions was determined on the basis of the
molar absorption coefficient e = 63 000 litre m o l - 1 c m - 1
at 570 nm (Ref 14).
The absorbance of purple membrane suspensions for
the electric pulse measurements was adjusted to ~ 0.3 in
1 mM NaCl solution at 293K, unbuffered ( p H - 6), unless
otherwise stated. The absorbance value of 0.3 corresponds
to a concentration which yields sufficiently large signals
without serious light scattering contributions by the
membrane fragments.

Halobacterium holobium were

(21b)

The reduced absorbance changes and the reduced electric
dichroism for maximum angular displacement of the
chromophore are obtained by inserting equations (21a) or
(21b) into equations (2) and (3), respectively. The reduced
absorbance changes are, for permanent dipoles:

The electro-optic measurements were performed with
an electric field-jump apparatus recently developed by
Schallreuter and Neumannl 5.
The light source for the visible spectral range is a 100 W
halogen lamp from which a collimated light beam passes
through a Schoeffel-monochromator and a Nicoll polarizer that can be rotated from tr = 0 to a = 2n with respect
to the electric field. The sample cell (volume-'-0.8 cm 3) is
similar to that used previously 16. The distance between
the flat electrodes is 13 mm and the path length of light is
7 mm. The light intensity transmitted by the sample is
detected by a photomultiplier and amplified. The output
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0.1

o

I
0.3

I

I

light polarization modes. At an electric field strength of E
= 15.4 x 105 V m - 1 a time-independent, steady-state level
of light transmittance in the field (subscript ss) is reached
only if the pulse duration is equal to or larger than 6/~s.
For the parallel (a = 0) and perpendicular (a = n/2) polarization modes of the monitoring light, the reduced absorbance changes calculated according to equation (2) are:

0.4

(A&/A),, = 0.32 + 0.02 and (AA±/A),, = - 0.27 + 0.02

,~ -0.1

As seen in Figure 3, the signal change, after the electric
field is switched off, reflects a continuous relaxation
spectrum. At the present accuracy of data recording, the
corresponding absorbance curves may be formally described in terms of at least four exponential components
according to:

-02

-0.5

-0.4

I//1

Figure 3 Electric dichroism of bacteriorhodopsin in purple
membrane; concentration of bacteriorhodopsin c = 4.8 x 10-6 M
in 1 mM NaCI, unbuffered, pHi-6, T-293K. The light
transmittance change AI, at 2=565 nm is caused by a
rectangular electric pulse of E = 15.4 x 105 V m - ~applied at t = 0
for 20/~s (see arrows). (I I) and (±) are the signal changes for light
plane-polarized parallel (a =0) and perpendicular (a = n/2) to
the electric field; the light intensity I at t = 0 is 3.0 V
of the amplifier is displayed on an oscilloscope (Tekronix
7834 storage oscilloscope) and is simultaneously stored in
a transient recorder (Datalab D L 922) which is connected
to a computer (Interdata, modified by WDV, Mfinchen).
Rectangular electric pulses up to 35 kV and of various
duration in the range 1 to 100 /~s were used. All
measurements were carried out at 293K. The temperature
increase due to Joule heating can be calculated according
to:

V2At
RvCpp

AT= - -

(24)

where R 2 1 x 10 4 ~') is the sample cell resistance, Cp 2 4.2
j g - I K - 1 is the specific heat of the suspension, v 2 0 . 8
cm 3 is the cell volume and p 2 1 g c m - 3 is the density of
the suspension. For the highest voltage V= 35 kV and the
longest pulse duration of A t = 100 #s, the temperature
increase A T = 3.5K is negligible, because the absorbance
change from 293 to 296.5K is < 3% (Ref. 5).
The change in the absorbance, AA~, defined by equation (1) is calculated from the light transmittance at a
given wavelength and a fixed light polarization mode ~r:

&
- ~, 6iexp( - t/zl)
AAs~ i= 1

AA(t)

(n >~4)

where AAss is the steady-state absorbance change (when
the pulse is terminated) and 6 i and z i are the relative
amplitude and relaxation time of component i, respectively. For the curve in Figure 3 it is found that z 1 =0.3
+0.03 ms, z2 =3.0_+0.3 ms, z3=26___4 ms, r 4 = 1 0 0 + 10
ms; 61 20.2, 6220.2 , 63--~0.3, 6420.3.
Compared to the time range of the rise up curve in the
presence of the electric field, the field-off response is slower
by four orders of magnitude. These experimental results
already indicate that the optical data cannot reflect
simple, free orientation of the chromophore.
Figure 4 shows the field strength dependence of the
reduced absorbance change (steady-state) at 2 = 565 nm
for three light polarization modes; a = 0, parallel; a = n/2,
perpendicular; a = 0.955 rad (54.7°). Note that the absorbance change AAll apparently saturates at E > 4 x 105
V m -1 while - A A l still increases with increasing field
strength.
0.4

"

,,oOoOO
f

0.5

0

o oo

Oo oo o o

0000

0

!

o

I
I

0.2

5
~-. 0.1

AA,, = - log(1 + AX./I)

(25)

where I is the transmitted light in the absence of the
electric field (independent of a). The field-induced transmittance change is given by AI = I ,e - I where I~ is the light
transmitted in the presence of the electric field. It is noted
that in this study AI, is generally not small compared with
I. Therefore, the approximation A A ~ = - 0 . 4 3 4 3 A I J I
cannot be applied.
A simple peeling-off method was used to describe the
continuous relaxation spectrum of the absorbance change
after switching off the electric field.
Results

Figure 3 shows typical signal changes induced by an
electric impulse in purple membrane suspensions at two
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/~,a = 0.955. Broken lines were calculated according to equation
(37):
, refers to AA~°t)/A at tr=0 and tr=n/2; ..., refers to
AAtChem)/A. Other experimental conditions are the same as in
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Figure 5 Wavelength dependence of the steady-state value of
the reduced absorbance change AA~/A; E= 15,4 x 105 V m-1~
o, at a = 0 ; o, at ~=n/2; z~, at 0=0.955. Broken lines were
obtained according to equation (37): - , refers to AA~°')/A at
= 0 and ~=g/2; ..., refers to AAtCh~"~/A

extinction angles are 0"565 = 0.84 rad (48 °) and 0"400 = 0.61
tad (35°).
The reduced absorbance changes (steady-state) at 0"= 0
and a = g / 2 are found to be independent of purple
m e m b r a n e concentration between 1.4 x 10 -6 M and 2.0
x 10 -5 M and at ionic strengths between lmM and 3mM
NaC1.
As shown in Figure 7, the intensity of the monitoring
light affects only very slightly the magnitude of the
reduced absorbance changes. Thus, light-induced contributions to AA~ are negligible.
Strikingly, the relaxation times of the field-off response
are, within experimental error, independent of the field
strength, pulse duration, wavelength, light polarization
direction, concentration of purple membrane, ionic
strength and the intensity of the monitoring light.

Discussion
Rotational and chemical contributions to the absorbance
change
The absorbance per cm of a m u l t i c o m p o n e n t system is
generally given by the B e e r - L a m b e r t law:

A =~eic i

d/cK(
°

,~
v

/

\

O

d A'~

O
0

-0.1

(26)
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0.4 I

'\ \ '
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where e i is the molar absorption coefficient and q is the
molar concentration of species i. It is recalled that the
absorption coefficients of molecules which are intrinsically optically anisotropic, reflect average values ~i of all
c h r o m o p h o r e orientations in the system.
When an electrical field is applied to a chemical system
which exhibits both electrical and optical anisotropy, the
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Figure 6 Dependence of the steady-state absorbance change of
the purple membrane fragments AA~/A on the light polarization
direction a with respect to the electric field at 2 = 565 nm( o ) and
400 nm (A): E = 15.4 x l0 s V m-1, 80 ps pulse duration
With freshly prepared purple m e m b r a n e fragments, the
signals are well reproducible; no damage is caused even by
repetitive pulsing at E = 3 x 106 V m - a . With samples
older than two months, repetitive pulses of 2 x 1 0 6 V m - 1
caused an irreversible decrease in the absorbance change
and a decrease in the relaxation times of the field-off
response.
Fiqure 5 demonstrates that the reduced absorbance
change (steady-state) depends on the wavelength of the
monitoring light, in a different m a n n e r for the various
polarization modes. In particular, the parallel m o d e has a
p r o n o u n c e d m a x i m u m at ~ 5 6 5 nm. The ratio of the
absorbance changes, (AAJAAi), is - 1 . 2 +0.2 at 565 nm;
at 400 n m this ratio is - 0 . 5 + 0 . 0 5 .
It is seen that AAo.955/A is larger at 400 nm than at 565
nm. Figure 6 shows the reduced absorbance changes
(steady-state) for two wavelengths, 565 n m and 400 nm, as
a function of the light polarization angle, a. The apparent
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Figure 7 Dependence of the steady-state absorbance change of
the purple membrane fragments AAo/A on the intensity of the
monitoring light. E = 15.4 x 105 V m- 1, 80 #s pulse duration: o,
a = 0 ; e, a=n/2; A, 0=0.955. Broken lines were calculated
according to equation (37): -, refers to AA~°°/A at ~ = 0 and a
= n/2; """, refers t o AA~n~m~/A
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field-induced absorbance change AA o may involve not
only orientational changes (AQ~) but also concentration
changes (Ac/).
In the absence of an electric field, the absorbance per cm
of such a system is expressed by:
(27)

A = ~ i c°
i

whereas A is independent of a, the absorbance in the field
is a-dependent:
(28)

E - Zei,~c ~

A a --

i

Denoting the field-induced changes in e~ and c/by:
Aci.a = gi.* -- ~'i

(29a)

Ac i = c( - c °

(29b)

equation (1) is rewritten in terms of equations (27) and
(28):

AAo= Y(<ocf -

°)

i

=

° +

Ac,) +

i

(30)
i

where the separation of terms depending on a from those
independent of a is apparent. Introducing the definitions:

Therefore, the equality:

1

{36)

AA o.955 : ~(AA II+ 2AA±)

can be used as a criterion of axial symmetry of the electric
dipole moment of the orienting unit.
Note that AA~ °° specified in equation (31a) may
contain concentration changes Ac v These changes
(ZA~i.~Ac~) are separable from the pure rotational term
Y.AQ,c °, only when the kinetics of the rotational part are
faster than the concentration changes ~7.
The primary experimental data, AA,, on purple membranes do not follow equation (2), i.e. AAIb+2AA±:~0.
Therefore, chemical changes may be involved. If, however,
AAo.955 is compared with (AAll + 2AAO/3, it is found that
equation (36) holds. Hence, the system exhibits axial
symmetry and equation (32) in the form:
(37)

A A ~ °" = AA,, - AA o. 9 55

can be used to calculate the rotational contributions of
AA,. The experimental data represented in Figures 4, 5
and 7 are evaluated according to this subtraction procedure and the results are included as broken lines.
The wavelength dependence of AA~°°/A as represented
in Figure 5 suggests that the absorption band between 400
and 650 nm arises from at least two different optical
transitions. It is noted, too, that the chemical contribution
(AA o.955/A) is larger at 400 n m ( - 0 . 1 4 + 0.02) than at 565
nm( - 0.055 + 0.005). It is seen in Figure 4 that the reduced
changes in AAI~°t)/A and - A A ~ ° ° / A increases with increasing field strength in qualitatively the same way as
AA(chera)/A"

A A ~ °') = ~ AQ~(c ° + Ac 3

(31a)

i

and:
A A (chem) = E ~ i A c l

(3 lb)

i

equation (30) may be written generally in terms of a
rotational and a chemical contribution:
A A , = AA~ °° + A A (chem)

(32)

For axially symmetric systems and small anlsotroples,
A A (chem) can be experimentally obtained in two
independent ways, using the absorbance changes AA o at
the polarization modes cr = 0 and cr = rt/2, or a = 0.955 rad
(54.7°). In this case, according to equation (2), the
relationship:
AAI~°° + 2AA~_°°=O

(33)

The practical coincidence of AA~ °° with AA t~h~'~) is
reflected not only in the steady-state but also in the
kinetics. As demonstrated in Figure 8, the entire timecourses of the relative signal changes in the various
polarization modes, i.e. the rotational and the chemical
contributions, are coincident within the margin of experimental error. These results suggest that AA tch~m) and
A A ~ °t) reflect two aspects of one and the same process,
which is induced by the electric field.
Orienting unit
As described above, the reduced absorbance changes
are independent of bacteriorhodopsin concentration and
of the ionic strength of the suspension. Therefore,

~.o

L~

~0.5

holds, and for a = 0.955 rad equation (32) reduces to:
0

AAo.955 = AA (ch~")

(34)

On the other hand, equations (32) and (33) can be
combined to yield:
1

3~AAll + 2AA±) = AA ~ch~'m
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Figure 8 Time-course of the normalized electric dichroism
AA (rot) (t)/AA~,(rot) --{AAII(t
)-AA±(t)~/AA~°° ( ) and that of the
normalized chemical contribution AA{Chem)(t)/AA~hem) (---).
AA~ °° and AA~ hem~are the steady-state values of the rotational
contribution and the chemical contribution, respectively. E
= 15.4 x 105 V m-1, 20 #s pulse duration, 2 = 565 nm
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particle-particle interactions may be considered negligible.
Electric dichroism may be caused by orientation of
entire membrane fragments. Purple membrane fragments
are oriented by longer lasting, exponentially decaying
electric fields 3'5 or in relatively low electric field strengths
(1 x 104 V m -1) applied for sufficiently long time (1-2
min) 7. The time constant for fragment orientation can be
estimated using Perrin's equation la. Purple membranes
may be considered as oblate discs with diameters between
0.5 and 1 #m19; the rotational time constants for these
dimensions are in the order of 100 ms.
Although the longest relaxation time in the field-off
process observed in this study is ~ 100 ms, it cannot be
attributed to fragment orientation. Note that the rise up
curve has already reached steady-state within ,,~6/~s (see
Figure 3). Now, ,according to the expressions developed by
O'Konski et al. 12, a steady-state obtained in ~ 6 #s at a
field strength of 15.4xi05 V m -1 would require a
permanent dipole moment of 1.3 x 10 -21 C m (3.9 × 108
Debye) or an excess polarizability difference of 8.5
x 10 -28 F m 2 (7.6x 10 - 1 2 cm3)~ As seen below, such
unrealistically high values are not reached with bacteriorhodopsin. Therefore, fragment orientation can be
excluded as the origin of the dichroism observed. In
addition, pure fragment orientation is not expected to
result in a chemical contribution to the absorbance
changes.
A further possibility for orientational changes is the
bending of membrane fragments. Because purple membranes are known to be rather rigid protein lipid lattices 8,
it is unlikely that the optical signals are caused by
fragment bending.
We thus have to conclude that the bacteriorhodopsin
molecules themselves are the source of the observed
electric dichroism. The rigidity of the hexagonal lattice
would, however, prevent the protein molecule from
changing its overall position within the membrane 2°. It is
more likely that only the parts of the protein involving the
chromophore can move to a limited extent in the electric
field; restricted chromophore motion is also apparent in
the light-induced photocycle4'21- 26. The irreversible absorbance change (bleaching) of old purple membrane
fragments indicates that the electric field irreversibly
affects the chromophore and possibly its immediate
environment.
In summary, the electro-optic signals described in this
study most probably results from electric field-induced
structural changes which can be identified as limited
orientational changes involving the chromophore.

assume for simplicity that optical and electric axes are
parallel (co =0). In detail, Figure 9a shows the comparison
of
•
with
AA~r°°/A (steady-state)
for
case II(A) with AZ,. =0.35 rad as a function of f12+ 27 for
various ratios of fl2/27; (y > 0). The experimental data fit
the curve for fl2/27=0 up to E 2 = 5 x 10 xl V 2 m -2, if at
E 2 = l x 1011 V 2 m -2, f12+2y=60 and if O---0.19 for
AAt'°t)/A=0.57. The low field strength range is thus
determined mainly by an induced dipole moment.
An additional slight increase in • become~ apparent at
higher field strengths (E2> 5 x l01] V 2 m-2) and can be
attributed to' a permanent dipole moment.
Figure 9b summarizes the results. The entire experimental field strength range is quantitatively described by
the maximum angular displacement AZm= 0.35 tad, the
permanent dipole moment p = 4 . T x 10 -28 C m (140
Debye) and the excess polarizability difference ~1-ct2
= 2 . 4 x 10 -30 F m E (2.2x 10 -14 C m3).
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Orientation mechanism
Applying the theory for restricted orientation to the
field strength dependence of the reduced dichroism
AAt'°°/A, we obtain the mechanism for the angular
displacement of the chromophore in bacteriorhodopsin.
According to equations (3) and (9), the orientation factor
• is proportional to AAt'°°/A and [f12+ 2]:1 is proportional
to E 2, respectively. Therefore, the experimental data set
AA('°°/A can be fitted to the theoretical curves.of • versus
[f12+ 27[, see Figure 2, by using proper scale factors 27. It is
found that, of the models considered, only case I I of model
A gives satisfactory results; case I(A) and model B as well
as free orientation can be excluded.
According to the observation of positive dichroism, we
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Figure 9 Electric field strength dependence of the orientation
factor • in terms of E 2, f12+ 27 and f12, for restricted angular
displacement of the electric dipole axis from Z° to Z° - AZm;AZ,,
= 0.35 rad (20°). (a) Low field strength range for various ratios of
fl2/27 ( - - ) . (b) Total experimental range of E: - - - , refers to the
induced dipole contribution (27); "", refers to the permanent
dipole contribution (f12)and - - , covers both contributions. The
comparison with the experimental data ( o ) involves the assumption that the optical transition moment of the chromophore is
parallel to the electric dipole axis (to = 0)
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Note that these numbers are only estimates for
the apparent values of the electric parameters because no
reliable correction factors for the internal and the directing fields 2s can be given at present. In any case, the
bacteriorhodopsin molecules in purple membranes represent a highly polarizable system. In conclusion, the field
strength dependence of the electro-optical data suggest
that the orientational change of the chromophore is
restricted both in extent and in direction. The unidirectional angular displacement of the chromophore is
towards the membrane normal and is limited to A0,,
/> 0.35 rad (20 °) corresponding to co >~0.

Cooperativity
The electric dipole moments of the orientation process,
particularly the induced dipole moment, are comparatively large. The permanent dipole moment may originate
in the ~t-helices and in the paired polar groups (saltbridges) of bacteriorhodopsin. Since the seven a-helical
segments are almost parallel to the membrane normal 8,
the dipole moment of one a-helix is not compensated by
the oppositely directed moment of another a-helix.
Further, a segment contains, on average 30 ___3 amino acid
residues 29 and ~70~o is or-helical 3°. Because the dipole
moment of one hydrogen bonded C O ' " H N group in an
a-helix is 1.1 × 10 - 2 9 C m (3.4 Debye) 31, the permanent
dipole moment of these groups in one segment is ~2.3
× 10- 28 C m (69 Debye). Since the estimate of 4.7 x 10- 28
C m from the experimental data is larger, either ionic side
groups of the residues appreciably contribute to the
electric moment or the orienting unit comprises more
than one bacteriorhodopsin molecule, or the directing
field is much larger than the external field.
At E ~ 5 × 105 V m-1, a value up to which the field
strength dependence of the dichroism suggests a constant
polarizability value of 2.4 x 10 - 3 0 F m 2, the induced
dipole moment is 1.2 × 10 -24 C m (3.6 × 105 Debye). The
chromophore orientation appears saturated at field
strengths of 10-20 x l0 s V m -1 whereas the induced
dipole moment continues to increase and saturates at
higher field intensities (unpublished data).
The primary sequence data 29 and X-ray crystallographic results s suggest that the positively charged side
groups of lysine and arginine residues and the
negatively charged carboxylate side chains of aspartic
and glutamic acid residues could form ion pairs of the type
C O O - . . . H N +. A maximum of 14 such pairs could be
present per bacteriorhodopsin. The system C O O H + N =
COO- + HN +
is
highly
polarizable,
yielding
dipole moments up to (3.8__+0.5)x10 -29 C m (11
Debye) 32. Thus the dipole moment arising from these
groups might amount to (5.3+0.7)× 10 -28 C m (160
Debye). This value is very much smaller than the
induced dipole moments at the field strengths applied. It is
unlikely that this discrepancy is due to neglect of the
internal field correction factor in the experimental value; it
appears that the orienting unit is not one single bacteriorhodopsin molecule but represents a cluster of
cooperatively coupled macromolecules; possibly the
entire membrane fragment is involved. An induced dipole
moment can also appear when the applied electric field
increases the distance l between oppositely charged
groups: the dipole moment changes from Po to a value PE
= Po + ~eiAll, where e i is the charge and AI~ is the fielddependent distance change of the ion pair i.
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Evidence for cooperativity in purple membranes is
frequently reported. For instance, cooperativity is indicated in the binding of retinal to apomembranes 33, in
the bleaching process 34, as well as in the proton-pump
cycle4. It has been suggested that cooperative units larger
than the trimer are involved 33. If indeed the bacteriorhodopsin molecules orient the chromophores in a cooperative manner, then the electric axis of the orientation
process is the vectorial sum of the various local contributions within the macromolecules. The local changes
including the orientational displacement of the chromophore toward the membrane normal, are the conformational transitions induced by the electric field; leading
to a finite value of:
A A (chem)= E~,iAci
i
It is evident that the conformational changes must involve
at least one structure with a different extinction
coefficient.

Reaction cycle
The enormous difference between the time ranges of the
rise up curve in the presence of the electric feld and of the
field-off response (see Figure 3) strongly suggests that the
sequence of state changes caused in the electric field is
different from the structural transitions occuring in the
multistate field-off relaxation. The experimental data,
therefore, suggest a cyclic reaction scheme which comprises at least five conformations in cooperative clusters of
membrane-bound bacteriorhodopsin. The electric field
causes a transition from state bR 1 to state bR 2, whereas
the field-off relaxation reflects the passage through at least
three, probably more, intermediate conformations.
E
b~--*-

/ ) RE

E bRi+2
i=1

(39)
(n~>3)

In the light of the orientation mechanism discussed above,
the step bR 1 ~ b R 2 may represent a 'synchronized', rapid
alignment of ionic groups. These conformational changes
appear to occur in the electric field in a concerted way and
include a change in the chromophore transition moment
from 1.2 rad (state bRl) to the angle ~<0.87 rad (state bR2).
We may now specify equation (30) in terms of these states
by:
AA,, = {Act,,,(1 - x) + A~z,aX}CT+(g2 -- ~I)XCT (40)
where CT=[bR1] + [bR2] is the total concentration of
bacteriorhodopsin and x = [bR2]/cTis the fraction in state
bR2.
Since the experimental data indicate restricted angular
displacement of the chromophore to only one direction, x
~<0.5. At a sufficiently high electric field, where orientation is saturated, we have x=0.5. For this case, the
extinction coefficient e2 is readily calculated from A A (them)
= ( ~ 2 - ~ l ) x c r For instance, at 565 nm ~2=54000 M -1
cm -1 and at 400 nm ~2=21000 M -1 cm -1.
Although at the present accuracy of optical data
recording the field-off relaxations appear to reflect at least
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four processes, the response curve is most p r o b a b l y a
continuous spectrum of m a n y local c o n f o r m a t i o n a l transitions. Whereas the electric field acts simultaneously on
all charged groups and dipoles of bacteriorhodopsin to
cause a structural transition (bR t ~ b R 2 ) , the rearrangements in the absence of the field are more complex and
face higher activation barriers, as is suggested by the
larger relaxation times.
At present, it is not possible to connect the 'electrooptic cycle' represented in scheme (39) with details of the
photocycle. However, some aspects of field and light
effects are worth mentioning. It has been observed
recently that in dry films of purple membranes there are
spectral similarities between the field-induced intermediated and the first intermediate of the photocycle 6.
The conformational changes supported by our electrooptic data clearly involve an orientational displacement
of the c h r o m o p h o r e t o w a r d the m e m b r a n e normal.
Interestingly, on the basis of R a m a n spectroscopic data it
has been suggested that during the pl'totocycle the c h r o m o phore rotates out of the m e m b r a n e plane 35. A further
correlation between the photocycle and the electro-optic
data is the appearance of cooperativity.
Although the cyclic nature and the kinetics of the
electric field induced structural changes suggest c o m m o n
features with the photocy, cle, further studies are in progress in order to identify the effect of electric fields on the
d y n a m i c properties of bacteriorhodopsin. It should,
however,
be
mentioned
that
the
data
on
bacteriorhodopsin are suggestive of a possibly general
mechanism for the interaction of m e m b r a n e electric fields
with transport and gating proteins, in particular those of
excitable biomembranes. The field dependence of the ion
permeability changes underlying the nerve impulse and
other m e m b r a n e potential changes would then be based
on a polarization mechanism where the distances between
charged groups of the ion flow gating proteins depend on
the intensity of the m e m b r a n e electric field.
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M o l a r absorption coefficient of r a n d o m l y distributed species i (M - t cm - t )
Molar absorption coefficient of species i for the
light polarization m o d e a in the electric field
Angle between the c h r o m o p h o r e transition
m o m e n t and the electric field direction (rad)
Extinction index
Wavelength (nm)
Optical transition dipole m o m e n t (C m)
Light polarization angle relative to the electric
field direction (rad)
Relaxation time (s)
Orientation factor
Azimuthal angle relative to the electric field
direction (rad)
Angle between the c h r o m o p h o r e transition
m o m e n t and the m e m b r a n e n o r m a l (rad)
Angle between the c h r o m o p h o r e transition
m o m e n t and the electrical s y m m e t r y axis of the
orienting unit (rad)
Angle between the electrical symmetry axis of
the orienting unit and the electric field (rad)
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Roman letters
A~
Absorbance per cm at wavelength.2
A E~,~
Absorbance per cm in the presence of the
electric field at the wavelength 2 and the
polarization direction a to the electric field
AA~
Absorbance change due to the electric field
AA,/A
Reduced absorbance change
AA tchem) Chemical contribution to the absorbance
change
AA~ °°
Rotational contribution to the absorbance
change
ci
Concentration of species i (M)
E
Electric field strength (V m - 1)
I
Intensity of transmitted light (V)
AI
Change of I caused by the electric field (V)
k
Boltzmann constant (J K-1)
p
Electric permanent dipole moment (C m)
t
Time (s)
T
Absolute temperature (K)
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U
Uo
Ur

Total potential energy of the orienting unit in
the electric field (J)
Interaction energy of the orienting unit with the
electric field due to permanent and induced
dipole moments (J)
Restriction energy (J)

Superscripts
The superscripts 0 and E used for 0,~,,Z etc. refer to the
values in the absence and the presence of the electric field,
respectively.
Subscripts
The subscripts a, [[ and I for e and A refer to the values
along the direction a rad, parallel and perpendicular to
the electric field, respectively.
The subscripts s and ss for A refer to the values in the
saturated ranges and the steady state, respectively.

